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Basics
Default view says words are tools
free selves use to describe
a pre-existing world in time
But without words & their meanings
there is neither a sense of self
nor awareness of world in time
A world and a self, really exist or not,
is also an opinion of words
that duly arise and subside

Time & Self
Word, read, said, heard, thought, is sense of time
Words, symbols, are sensations in self evident now,
their meanings point beyond now to past and future:
yesterday, will do, had to, how, when, is, any name
Sense of time is also sense of self
self is that which is aware of time
explicitly as - I did, I want, my life,
implicitly, narrator, listener, witness
(a name/label implies persistence in time)

Self Reference (pun intended)
I know that words arise and subside,
only because previous line meant so
I do not know this "I" that claims to know,
except as mentioned thrice in earlier lines

Godel’s Grandmother
"Words come in & go out of experience, arise & subside",
are words with meanings
are sense of past, time,
sense of self aware of time
So is this meta description

Space & Matter
Without words, self evident moment, undivided,
meaning of words, the skin, the fence, separates
Space becomes space, matter becomes matter,
as narratives embed, point, to bring them to life

Evolution
Believed world is made up of matter-energy, space-time
sought its bricks in quantum processes, quarks and similar
Realized sensations are more primitive, basis for above,
they are not just present in waking, but also in dreaming
Now see ONLY sensation of words, symbols, as fundamental
their MEANINGS, awareness of everything, even sensations
World revealed by meanings is - the ONLY world there is
what is when words aren't experienced - has no meaning
Above does not say an individual's understanding has evolved,
words are: me, understanding, time to evolve, this description

IT
Words with their meanings describe IT in various ways
Space, matter, energy i.e. people, rivers, quanta, galaxy
Sensations i.e. sight, sound, touch, smell, emotion, taste
IT is - as waking, dreaming and hallucination
IT is not - as sleep, before birth, after death
IT is gap between words, words, background
As the experience of meaning, so IT appears
when words are not, IT neither is, nor is not
Alas, these too were words; IT is mysterious

What is The Truth-Reality-Enlightenment-Nirvana?
Resolution of all doubts? Realizing oneness with the Universe?
Permanent cessation of suffering? Ultimate continued ecstasy?
Communion with Higher power? Proof of a soul's immortality?
All the above & more, are they not transient words+meanings,
along with the one who seeks and the time involved to get it?
So too this description, your response & question that initiated

Summary of Summaries
Words+meanings, as rational, can surely know,
they are transient, that they come and then go,
meanings - awareness of self, time, everything,
what is when words are not is beyond meaning,
all these too are non random words+meanings,
& this is enough to resolve every doubt there is
Intellect, caught in own web, silent, is the Mystic

